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The Nature of Technological Knowledge. Are Models of Scientific Change
Relevant?
2013-04-09

one of the ironies of our time is the sparsity of useful analytic tools for understanding change and development within technology itself
for all the diatribes about the disastrous effects of technology on modern life for all the equally uncritical paeans to technology as the
panacea for human ills the vociferous pro and anti technology movements have failed to illuminate the nature of technology on a more
scholarly level in the midst of claims by marxists and non marxists alike about the technological underpinnings of the major social and
economic changes of the last couple of centuries and despite advice given to government and industry about managing science and
technology by a small army of consultants and policy analysts technology itself remains locked inside an impenetrable black box a deus
ex machina to be invoked when all other explanations of puzzling social and economic pheoomena fail the discipline that has probably
done most to penetrate that black box in recent years by studying the 1 internal development of technology is history historians of
technology and certain economic historians have carried out careful and detailed studies on the genesis and impact of technological
innovations and the structu re of the social systems associated with those innovations within the past few decades tentative consensus
about the periodization and the major traditions within the history of technology has begun to emerge at least as far as britain and
america in the eighteenth and nineteenth century are concerned

Knowledge and Information Technology Management: Human and Social
Perspectives
2002-07-01

success in an increasingly competitive market depends on the quality of knowledge which organisations apply to their major business
processes for example a supply chain depends on knowledge of diverse areas including raw materials planning manufacturing and
distribution likewise product development requires knowledge of consumer requirements new science new technology and marketing
knowledge is broadly defined as credible information that is of potential value to an organisation knowledge management km is a
function of generation and dissemination of information developing a shared understanding of information filtering shared
understandings into degrees of potential value and storing valuable knowledge within the confines of an accessible organisational
mechanism
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Global Information Society
2013

we have been living and working in the information society for decades yet still we struggle to understand and keep up in the face of its
constant flux and vast scope in this unique interdisciplinary text three scholars at the forefront of this dynamic field provide a clear
conceptual framework and interpretation of the global information society they explain the three pillars of the information society
technology knowledge and mobility and the global information society as a whole both as an interconnected web and a regionally
distinct phenomenon offering a nuanced understanding of this complex subject this book will enable students to navigate and thrive in
the dynamic and evolving world of information and communication technology

The Dynamics of Technology
2003-12-06

this is a good book for a general reader to understand the inter relationship between science technology and society and particularly
the contribution made by engineers towards technology development technovation this volume a collection of 10 essays by leading
practitioners from both east and west shows how technology which has become a major force in our lives today is itself like a powerful
engine the creation and maintenance of this engine depends on engineers on ideas from science research and development on the
pressures and constraints of the market place and national security on the skills and knowledge of manpower and on the financial
resources that banks governments and other institutions can command and provide this book does not expound any one point of view
rather it tries to understand how the engine of technology works how it is a complex system whose working is shaped by political
economic social and cultural forces and in turn shapes them

Technology and the Politics of Knowledge
1995

technology and the politics of knowledge responds to an evergrowing concern with technology in contemporary social thought the
leading figures in the current philosophical study of technology address such complex and hotly debated issues as the place of science
and technical knowledge in the political sphere the role of individual choice and citizen virtue in a technological society the relevance of
gender to technical innovation the contributions of habermas and heidegger to thinking on technology and the political and moral
implications of innovation in such diverse fields as the media and reproductive technologies
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R&D Management in the Knowledge Era
2019-06-24

this volume explores emerging models methods and tools in the management of research and development r d in the knowledge era
with a particular focus on the challenges of the emerging technologies the contributions are organized in five parts part i managing
emerging technologies provides methods and tools to understand the challenges created by the emergence of new technologies part ii
technology and engineering management tools and policies explores different technology and engineering tools including topics such as
product concept development design selection and adoption using technology roadmaps and bibliometrics part iii technological
innovation and entrepreneurship explores r d knowledge transfer and entrepreneurial education part iv commercialization of
technological innovations explores the development and application of the technology transfer process which allows managers to
succeed in commercializing the outcomes of r d projects part v managing the engineering enterprise explores the effect economic
decision making leadership styles change management and quality management have on an organization s ability to plan and execute
initiatives and projects research and development has always played a critical role in the engineering and technology focused industries
in an era of big data and smart applications knowledge has become a key enabler for r d managing r d in the knowledge era requires
use of key tools and methods however emerging technologies pose many challenges and cause uncertainties or discontinuities which
make the task of managing r d even more difficult this book will examine these challenges and provide tools and methods to overcome
them exploring such industries as automotive healthcare business intelligence energy and home appliances this book is a valuable
resource for academics scholars professionals and leaders in innovation r d technology and engineering management

Knowledge Management
2012-12-06

a compact guide to knowledge management this book makes the subject accessible without oversimplifying it organizational issues like
strategy and culture are discussed in the context of typical knowledge management processes the focus is always on pointing out all
the issues that need to be taken into account in order to make knowledge management a success the book then goes on to explore the
role of information technology as an enabler of knowledge management relating various technologies to the knowledge management
processes showing the reader what can and what cannot be achieved through technology throughout the book references to lessons
learned from past projects underline the arguments managers will find this book a valuable guide for implementing their own initiatives
while researchers and system designers will find plenty of ideas for future work
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Knowledge Management Strategies: A Handbook of Applied Technologies
2008-04-30

we recognize knowledge management as a socio technical phenomenon where the basic social constructs such as person team and
organization require support from information communication technology applications in an era of business transition the effective
management of knowledge is proposed as a strategy that effectively utilizes organizational intangible assets knowledge management
strategies a handbook of applied technologies provides practical guidelines for the implementation of knowledge management
strategies through the discussion of specific technologies and taxonomies of knowledge management applications a critical mass of
some of the most sought after research of our information technology and business world this book proves an essential addition to
every reference library collection

Trends and Effects of Technology Advancement in the Knowledge Society
2012

this book brings together academicians industry professionals policymakers politicians and government officers to look at the impact of
information technology and the knowledge based era it is creating on key facets of today s world the state business society and culture

Innovation, Technology and Knowledge
2013-03-01

in the last four decades the developed economies have developed into veritable knowledge economies at the same time as more and
more economies have entered the road to economic development typical for the developments during this time has been substantially
increased investments in research and development r d to generate new knowledge and new technologies and increased investments in
diffusing existing knowledge by means of education and thereby raising the volume of human capital however many member states and
regions within the eu are struggling with their economic development this book explores the uneven patterns of development within the
eu discusses the relative effect of investments on innovation and productivity growth and looks at the mechanisms involved in
economic development and policy
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Societal Benefits of Freely Accessible Technologies and Knowledge Resources
2015-04-30

open access to information resources and technology can have a profound impact on the economic development of a region as well as
society in general in recent years reaction against proprietary knowledge and technology has led to tremendous debate both in
academic and professional circles societal benefits of freely accessible technologies and knowledge resources analyzes current
perspectives on the advantages of unrestricted access to information resources and technology intended to advance the prospect for
knowledge innovation and development across the globe touching on topics of relevance to the private and public sectors this
publication is ideally designed for use by policymakers business managers academicians researchers students it practitioners and legal
professionals

Knowledge Management
2005-01-19

this book discusses the role of technology in managingknowledge based on the most recent research and experience the bookbrings
together in a logical sequence diverse information andcommunication technologies and systems currently seen in
knowledgemanagement research and practice incorporating the most important andrepresentative examples into an integrated
framework with its largelyempirical focus the book provides much needed evidence regarding thetrue potential of technology for
managing knowledge in organizations

Global Diffusion and Adoption of Technologies for Knowledge and Information
Sharing
2012-10-31

this book provides diverse insights from researchers and practitioners around the world to offer their knowledge on the comparisons of
international enterprises to managers and practitioners to improve business practices and keep an open dialogue about global
information management provided by publisher
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Intelligent Knowledge-based Systems: Knowledge-based systems
2005

this important book is about the origins and diffusion of innovation in theory and in practice the practice draws on a variety of industries
from electronics to eyewear from furniture to mechatronics in a range of economies including europe usa and china

Knowledge Transfer and Technology Diffusion
2011-01-01

this book presents the scientific output of the tuff research school in sweden in this school a group of active teachers worked together
on a series of educational research studies all of those studies were related to the teaching about technology and engineering the
research program consisted of studies at various angles of view a philosophical view a national view and a classroom practice view the
book is a showcase of how a well conducted research program for teachers can lead to good contributions to technology education
research a selection of topics the nature of technological knowledge mental images of engineers and engineering the process of
choosing for a study in technology teachers beliefs about technology education and assessment these topics are directly related to
major issues in the international technology education research agenda the studies presented here were the basis of the authors ph d
theses the teachers chapters are preceded by a description of ideas behind the tuff research school and the way it was realized

Technology Teachers as Researchers
2014-02-05

engineering the knowledge society eks event of the world summit on the information society wsis this book is the result of a joint event
of the world federation of engineering organisations wfeo and the international federation for information processing ifip held during the
world summit on the information society wsis in geneva switzerland december 11 12 2003 the organisation was in the hands of mr
raymond morel of the swiss academy of engineering sciences satw information technology or information and communication
technology cannot be seen as a separate entity its application should support human development and this application has to be
engineered education plays a central role in the engineering of information and communication technology ict for human support the
conference addressed the following aspects lifelong learning and education inclusion ethics and social impact engineering profession
developing society economy and e society the contributions in this world summit event reflected an active stance towards human
development supported by ict a round table session provided concrete proposals for action
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Education and the Knowledge Society
2005-12-17

this book provides readers with an insight into information and knowledge in the internet of things in particular an investigation of data
management and processing information extraction technology knowledge management knowledge sharing knowledge co creation
knowledge integration and the development of new intelligent services available anytime anywhere by anyone the authors show how iot
enables communication and ubiquitous computing between global citizens networked machines and physical objects providing a
promising vision of the future integrating the real world of knowledge agents and things with the virtual world of information

Information and Knowledge in Internet of Things
2021-11-30

excerpt from a knowledge asset based view of technology transfer in international joint ventures a knowledge asset based framework of
technology transfer is proposed illustrated by examples from studies of two international joint ventures the framework depicts the
organization as a collection of embodied knowledge assets differences between firms result from the different combinations of
embodied knowledge types that are used to accomplish the same ends technology transfer is the transfer of embodied knowledge
assets between organizations four concepts transfer scope transfer method knowledge architectures and organizational adaptive ability
describe important aspects of the transfer process transfer scope describes the extent of embodied information being transferred
transfer method describes the approaches used to transfer the technology knowledge architectures describe types of knowledge assets
the firms possesses and the relationships between them the organization s ability describes its ability to change its architectures over
time technology transfer involves selecting the proper transfer method given the demands of the transfer scope working within the
constraints of the existing organization s architectures and its adaptive ability about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds
of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work
forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be
replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

A Knowledge Asset-Based View of Technology
2015-08-05
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it is a great pleasure to share with you the springer lncs proceedings of the first world summit on the knowledge society wsks 2008 that
was organized by the open research society ngo open knowledge society org and took place in the american college of greece acg gr
during september 24 27 2008 in athens greece the world summit on the knowledge society series is an international attempt to
promote a dialogue on the main aspects of a knowledge society toward a better world for all based on knowledge and learning the wsks
series brings together academics people from industry policy makers politicians government officers and active citizens to look at the
impact of infor tion technology and the knowledge based era it is creating on key facets of today s world the state business society and
culture six general pillars provide the constitutional elements of the wsks series social and humanistic computing for the knowledge
society emerging te nologies and systems for the society and humanity knowledge learning education learning technologies and e
learning for the knowledge society information technologies knowledge management systems e business and enterprise information
systems for the knowledge society culture and cultural heritage technology for culture management management of tourism and
entertainment tourism networks in the knowledge society government and democracy for the knowledge society research and
sustainable development in the knowledge society the summit provides a distinct unique forum for cross disciplinary fertilization of
research favoring the dissemination of research that is relevant to international re

Emerging Technologies and Information Systems for the Knowledge Society
2008-09-20

computational intelligence intelligent application intelligent computer networks and systems and emerging intelligent technologies

2017 9th International Conference on Knowledge and Smart Technology (KST)
2017-02-01

technological pedagogical content knowledge tpck reflects a new direction in understanding the complex interactions among content
pedagogy learners and technology that can result in successful integration of multiple technologies in teaching and learning the
purpose of this edited volume is to introduce tpck as a conceptual framework for grounding research in the area of teachers cognitive
understanding of the interactions of technology with content pedagogy and learner conceptions accordingly the contributions will
constitute systematic research efforts that use tpck to develop lines of educational technology research exemplifying current theoretical
conceptions of tpck and methodological and pedagogical approaches of how to develop and assess tpck
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Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge
2014-11-14

educational strategies have evolved over the years due to research breakthroughs and the application of technology by using the latest
learning innovations curriculum and instructional design can be enhanced and strengthened the handbook of research on driving stem
learning with educational technologies is an authoritative reference source for the latest scholarly research on the implementation and
use of different techniques of instruction in modern classroom settings featuring exhaustive coverage on a variety of topics including
data literacy student motivation and computer aided assessment this resource is an essential reference publication ideally designed for
academicians researchers and professionals seeking current research on emerging uses of technology for stem education

Handbook of Research on Driving STEM Learning With Educational Technologies
2017-02-01

this book is based on the premise that knowledge of information technology it is essential today for people in every walk of life and all
types of profession it is designed to impart a unified body of knowledge and practice in it to its readers readers can apply this
knowledge in innovative ways for various strategic advantages such as increasing productivity improving quality of products and
services problem solving decision making and improving their own and others living standards the textbook takes a practical approach
to introduce the various components of it to its readers while doing so it demonstrates how it is being used in modern enterprises by
various departments to carry out their activities with greater ease speed and accuracy than before it also introduces several new
business models and practices made possible due to it that enterprises are now using for better profitability in the process the book
provides to its readers a sound foundation of various components and aspects of it it also introduces to its readers several latest
concepts and technologies in it such as wearable computers green computing cloud computing speech recognition and voice response
systems 4g and 5g networks big data analytics data science 3 0 ipv6 3d printing enterprise 2 0 organization etc

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY : THEORY AND PRACTICE
2016-03-14

this book argues that new technologies and society s response to them have created a relatively new phenomenon knowledge politics
nico stehr describes western society s response to a host of new technologies developed only since the 1970s including genetic
experiments test tube human conception recombinant dna and embryonic stem cells genetically engineered foods neurogenetics and
genetic engineering and reproductive cloning and the reconstruction of the human ancestral genome he looks also at the prospective
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fusion of nanotechnology biotechnology information technology transgenic human engineering and cognitive science whose products
may as its boosters claim some day cure disease slow the aging process eliminate pollution and generally enhance human performance
knowledge politics shows how human civilization has reached a new era of concern about the life altering potentials of new technologies
concerns about the societal consequences of an unfettered expansion of natural scientific knowledge are being raised more urgently
and are moving to the center of disputes in society and thus to the top of the political agenda stehr explains the ramifications of
knowledge politics and the approaches society could take to resolve difficult questions and conflicts over present and future scientific
innovation

Knowledge Politics
2015-12-03

due to the development of mobile and 2 0 technology knowledge transfer storage and retrieval have become much more rapid in recent
years there have been more and more new and interesting findings in the research field of knowledge management this book aims to
introduce readers to the recent research topics it is titled new research on knowledge management technology and includes 13
chapters in this book new km technologies and systems are proposed the applications and potential of all km technologies are explored
and discussed it is expected that this book provides relevant information about new research trends in comprehensive and novel
knowledge management studies and that it serves as an important resource for researchers teachers and students and for the
development of practices in the knowledge management field

New Research on Knowledge Management Technology
2012

the history of technology is often troubled by good ideas that do not for one reason or another take off right away sometimes for
millennia sometimes technology comes to a standstill and sometimes it even reverses itself thus unlike science which seems to proceed
at a reasonable and calm rate the progress of technology is difficult to theorize about while in science many developments are
predictable to a certain extent and this predictability may at times direct or stymie science s progress as with stem cell research and
cloning technological advances such as the internet are often sudden and unpredictable and therefore frightening in theory of
technology david clarke brings together nine authors who try to understand technology from a variety of viewpoints rias van wyk in
technology parses the concept into many angles including its anatomy taxonomy and evolution karol pelc in knowledge mapping
discusses tracking the evolution of the emerging discipline of technology management jon beard in management of technology pursues
a similar mapping endeavor but looks to the patterns of the literature of technology management thomas clarke in unique features of
an r d work environment and research scientists and engineers takes the reader on a tour of how people of technology present unique
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challenges to not just management but whole organizations richard howey in understanding software technology places enterprise
software into a meaningful pattern of technology management fred foldvary and daniel klein in the half life of policy rationales discuss
how new technology affects old policy issues john cogan in some philosophical thoughts on the nature of technology maintains that our
aristotelian search for the essence of technology is doomed and peter bond in the biology of technology establishes a basis for the
development of a socio biological approach to understanding the pheno

Theory of Technology
2017-07-12

this work provides the reader with a series of sectoral and comparative insights into the new world of national competitiveness with
particular reference to the us and japan it also provides a synthesis of emerging fields around knowledge and evolutionary thought the
author demonstrates the role of cultural factors in co evolutionary processes and investigates why different countries consistently
perform very differently from one sector to another in the international market for technologies the book offers an integrated framework
for understanding how different national learning patterns affect innovation and a perspective on the dynamic interaction and co
evolution of culture technology institutions and governance

The Dynamics of Knowledge Regimes
2001

sponsored by the international network of principals centers this unique book leads to higher levels of student performance by providing
a thoughtful context and practical framework for understanding the potential of technology to enrich teaching and learning lois b cohn
ibm certified business transformation consultant at last educators have a resource that offers a user friandly approach to applying
technology to student learning and organizational growth judith r fox superintendent of schools byram hills school district armonk new
york the push for higher educational standards and greater accountability has increased the demand for better information on the
progress of schools and their students yet few schools and districts have the technological infrastructure to gather useful and credible
data this timely volume explores the ways in which educators can use technology to improve academic environments school operations
and learning outcomes from the classroom to the school district information technology for schools presents successful approaches to
using technology to serve different educational priorities the contributing authors discuss the challenge of planning integrated
information systems establishing benchmarks to measure overall progress and harnessing technology to improve curriculum and
teaching practice they highlight practical questions for educational stakeholders and provide sound advice on building effective
information technology systems
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Information Technology for Schools
2000-10-12

the scope of ikt2017 is original scientific and technological findings in the field of information technology it

2017 9th International Conference on Information and Knowledge Technology
(IKT)
2017-10-18

the third in the readers series resources for the knowledge based economy knowledge management tools analyzes the use of
knowledge management tools in the past present and future it helps managers and companies utilize what they know the selections in
this volume were carefully chosen to represent the strengths and weaknesses and pros and cons of using technology to support
knowledge based activities they acknowledge that although tools alone are not the answer to the difficult questions surrounding
knowledge management if utilized effectively tools can open up new realms of innovation and efficiency for today s knowledge driven
businesses

Knowledge Management Tools
2009-11-03

profiling smart development a thorough comparative empirical review of real and best e development policies and practices towards the
knowledge economy based on the analysis of policies practices and empirical development case studies this book provides a
methodology for matching development stage and development strategy identifying best and real policies and practices for the most
appropriate use of information and communication technologies ict and knowledge to foster innovation and entrepreneurship and
trigger catalyze and accelerate sustainable development

e-Development Toward the Knowledge Economy
2005-12-15

this book illustrates the unnaturalness of modern science and technology by tracing their cognitive evolutionary and religious origins it
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elaborates that all premodern knowers faced inherent limits and the west was able to develop modern science and technology because
of its inherent contradictions forcing the transcendence of limitations

The Great Knowledge Transcendence
2016-02-01

the handbook of global science technology and innovation this unique handbook provides an overview of the globalization of science
technology and innovation including global trends in the way knowledge is produced and distributed the development of institutions and
global policy it shows how technological change and innovation are shaped by the role of emerging countries in the generation of
science and technological knowledge and transnational corporations and how reforms in intellectual property rights and world trade
have been affected by the increasingly international flows of knowledge technology and innovation the book provides an in depth
assessment of the themes and direction of science technology innovation and public policy in an increasingly globalized world with
contributions from an international team of leading scholars this cutting edge reference work introduces readers to current debates
about the role of science and technology in global society and the policy responses that shape its development comprising 28 specially
commissioned chapters the handbook addresses major trends in global policy including a significant shift toward private scientific
research the change in the distribution of science and technical knowledge and a heightened awareness among policymakers of the
economic and technological impact of scientific activity accessibly written it provides an invaluable one stop reference for students
social researchers scientists and policymakers alike

The Handbook of Global Science, Technology, and Innovation
2015-09-28

the impact of digital technologies in education has called for teachers to be prepared to facilitate their students learning through
communication collaboration critical thinking and creativity in order to create ideal learning environments for their students teachers
must develop a more integrated knowledge for infusing digital technologies as learning tools a knowledge referred to as tpack the
handbook of research on tpack in the digital age provides innovative insights into teacher preparation for the effective integration of
digital technologies into the classroom the content within this publication represents the work of online learning digital technologies and
pedagogical strategies it is designed for teachers educational designers instructional technology faculty administrators academicians
and education graduate students and covers topics centered on classroom technology integration and teacher knowledge and support
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Handbook of Research on TPACK in the Digital Age
2018-08-03

people don t know what they don t know as people have turned to the internet as their primary source of information this has led to
major gaps in the knowledge of workers at all levels you have to know what you need to know to be able to learn it if you know
specifically what you are looking for and are not too worried about detail then searching online or watching youtube videos can be a
quick best solution but if you want to learn to program go into any technical profession or learn what you need to know to be a manager
today then the internet is a poor solution we are inefficient time wasting learners and will burn massive amounts of time searching the
net for piecemeal information need to know technologies for a successful future is the solution to this problem need to know
technologies for a successful future provides the necessary knowledge you must have to succeed in your career involving technology it
caters to two audiences those who need to know the basics of technology and business to get a high paying job and those who need to
know about technology to do their job more effectively especially as managers it is not too deep but covers a broad spectrum of content
that you may need to know as such it is a starting point for more investigation if a specific area is of interest it is the perfect book for
someone planning to become a programmer or it specialist who does not yet have the proper background for managers it addresses the
topics you need to know to talk intelligently to your it and programmers to vendors and to designers you will learn the basics of
hundreds of technologies that impact business today if you are just looking to begin or change a career or going to college and you
want a broad understanding or what can be expected of you when you are faced with getting a job or will want to learn at school then
that is the role of this book jim keogh an assistant professor at new york university and a faculty member at saint peter s university in
jersey city new jersey as well as a former faculty member and chair of the e commerce track of study at columbia university delves into
the technological knowledge you must have to get a job or advance in your career including understanding computer technology
artificial intelligence the cloud and new horizons in integrated computer technology

Need-To-Know Technologies for a Successful Future
2018

knowledge intensive design technology is a collection of papers presented at the fifth workshop on knowledge intensive cad which was
sponsored by the international federation for information processing ifip working group 5 2 and hosted by the department of
manufacturing engineering at the university of malta in july 2002 the book chapters progressively take the reader through the following
sequential sections part one kic development approaches part two knowledge systematization part three prototype kic systems
knowledge intensive design technology makes essential reading for practicing engineers scientists involved in r d as well as for relevant
masters and ph d students the book is also pertinent to those in industry concerned with capturing and structuring company specific
knowledge for proactive reuse to increase product development efficiency and also to those involved in the development of cad
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systems

Knowledge Intensive Design Technology
2013-11-11

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this
work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original
copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and
other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united
states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a
reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and
we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate
your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Technology Transfer Under Varying Rates of Knowledge Generation
2018-02-08

this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the first european conference on technology enhanced learning ec tel 2006 the book
presents 32 revised full papers 13 revised short papers and 31 poster papers together with 2 keynote talks topics addressed include
collaborative learning personalized learning multimedia content semantic web metadata and learning workplace learning learning
repositories and infrastructures for learning as well as experience reports assessment and case studies and more

Innovative Approaches for Learning and Knowledge Sharing
2009-09-02

The Renaissance Computer
2000
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